“Turning Promise into Practice:” 1
The Challenges of & Next Steps for
Implementing the Responsibility to Protect

“The most compelling task now is to work to ensure that when the call goes out to the
community of states for action, that call will be answered. There must never again be mass
killing or ethnic cleansing. There must be no more Rwandas.”
- ICISS Report The Responsibility to Protect, December 2001
“The greater danger for a more just world order comes from too little, rather than too much,
humanitarian intervention; there should be more, rather than fewer, military-civilian interactions;
we should be less preoccupied that military action will be taken too often for insufficient
humanitarian reasons, and more so that it will be taken too rarely for the right reasons.”
- Thomas G. Weiss, Military-Civilian Interactions: Humanitarian Crises and the Responsibility
to Protect, 2005
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INTRODUCTION
After many failed attempts to protect civilians from mass atrocities, in September 2005
the international community, through the United Nations, endorsed a new norm called the
Responsibility to Protect (R2P) which commits the international community to protect
populations from genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and ethnic cleansing. Three
years later, much remains to be done to make R2P a reality. This paper aims to answer the
question: what are the next steps to implement R2P in the UN system, regional and subregional
organizations, governments, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs)? It begins by
examining briefly the evolution of the norm. It then assesses to what extent the new norm
represents something new, to what extent R2P is viable and realistic, and what are the major
challenges to implementing it. The paper argues that there are three next steps to implementing
R2P: 1) strengthening the understanding of R2P; 2) operationalizing it; and 3) building political
will. The methodology of the paper is to survey the numerous books, journal articles, policy
papers, and UN documents and statements which examine R2P, prevention, early warning and
the use of force to protect civilians, and provide recommendations for next steps.

EVOLUTION OF THE NORM
The genesis of the Responsibility to Protect can essentially be traced to the end of the
Cold War, when the United Nations stepped up its efforts to protect human welfare through
various measures, including diplomacy, sanctions and the use of force. The UN Security
Council, in particular, became increasingly active and started to define severe and widespread
violations of human rights, often occurring in the midst of intra-state violent conflict, as threats
to international peace and security. Security Council Resolution 688 in 1991, which declared that

the repression of the Kurds in Iraq was a threat to international peace and security,2 was a
watershed in that it “signaled the displacement of strict conceptions of state sovereignty by the
increased urgency to protect human welfare” and signaled that leading states “embrace[d] human
protection as a bedrock principle upon which international peace may depend and which also
may require defense by military means.”3
However, as the UN continued to involve itself in preventing, responding to and
rebuilding after mass atrocities, many problems became clear—particularly with the UN’s ability
to protect civilians from imminent and ongoing crises, both through peaceful measures and the
use of force. In fact, many inside and outside the UN feared that the organization’s credibility
would suffer if this problem continued and wondered whether there was any hope that the
international community would be able to effectively save the lives of people desperately
needing external assistance. After all, it seemed that the UN was repeatedly failing people when
they most needed help. Just months after U.S. troops were killed by the militias of warlord
Mohamed Farah Aideed in Somalia, the Security Council voted to withdraw 2,230 of the 2,500
UN peacekeepers already in Rwanda and limit the peacekeeping force’s (UNAMIR) mandate to
monitoring only civilians trapped in stadiums and other fixed locations, even though the
genocide continued.4 In July 1995, 8,000 men and boys from the Srebrenica “safe haven,” which
was guarded by 400 UNPROFOR defenders, were driven to nearby fields and killed by Bosnian
Serbs under the command of General Ratko Mladic.5 Then, in March 1999, NATO bypassed the
divided Security Council, conducting air strikes against the former Republic of Yugoslavia.
Although former Secretary-General Kofi Annan strongly cautioned after Kosovo that “anarchy”
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would result “unless the Security Council is restored to its preeminent position as the sole source
of legitimacy on the use of force,” he also was concerned about the UN not acting on the
organizations’ basic principles as set out in the UN Charter—about the ramifications for the
world’s confidence in the organization and about the great need to protect civilians from massive
and systematic violations of human rights.6 He framed the choice as either standing by in the
face of Council inaction or bypassing the Council in order to respond.7 As Special Adviser with a
focus on the Responsibility to Protect, Edward Luck, explains, Rwanda and Srebrenica “raised
disturbing questions both about political will and about UN capacity.”8
Propelled by these failures, several in and outside the UN searched for ways to reframe
the debate, which had predominantly centered on “humanitarian intervention,” and to strengthen
the UN’s commitment and capability. In 1996, current Special Adviser for the Prevention of
Genocide, Francis Deng, and his colleagues at the Brookings Institution developed the concept
of sovereignty as responsibility, expanding the notion of sovereignty to include a responsibility
for the welfare of one’s citizens.9 The African Union Constitutive Act broke new ground in July
2000 by affirming the principles of sovereignty and non-interference while allowing for the right
to intervene in a Member State in the case of “grave circumstances, namely: war crimes,
genocide and crimes against humanity,” on the decision of the Assembly.10 In December 2001,
the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) issued a report
called the Responsibility to Protect, which argued that sovereignty as responsibility includes a
responsibility to protect one’s populations from “serious harm” and that the international
community has the responsibility to protect populations when states are unwilling and unable to
6
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do so.11 The Commission explained that the “responsibility to protect” includes the
responsibilities to prevent, react and rebuild, and they developed principles to guide the coercive
use of force: just cause, right intention, last resort, proportional means, reasonable prospects,
right authority and operational principles. Most of the recommendations were then endorsed by
the Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change report and In
Larger Freedom.
At the 2005 World Summit, the General Assembly —with 150 Member States
attending—endorsed the Responsibility to Protect which, inter alia, asserts that each State has
the primary responsibility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing
and crimes against humanity. The 2005 World Summit Outcome Document stated that the
international community should:
“encourage and help States to exercise this responsibility, … support the United Nations
in establishing an early warning capability, … [help] States build capacity to protect their
populations … and [assist] those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break
out.12
When a state is unwilling or unable to protect its populations, the international community has
the responsibility to use “diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means” and to use force
“on a case-by-case basis and in cooperation with relevant regional organizations as
appropriate.”13 Seven months later, in April 2006, the Security Council reaffirmed the
Responsibility to Protect in Resolution 1674. The Council noted that the:
“deliberate targeting of civilians and other protected persons, and the commission of
systematic, flagrant and widespread violations of international humanitarian and human
rights law in situations of armed conflict, may constitute a threat to international peace
and security, and reaffirms in this regard its readiness to consider such situations and,
where necessary to adopt appropriate steps.”14 (emphasis in original)
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ASSESSING THE NEW NORM
Is R2P really something new?
R2P is unique in that it focuses on mass atrocities, calling attention to them as especially
conscious-shocking, and asserts the responsibility of states and the international community to
prevent and end them. In fact, the Security Council, despite all its actions in the past, had not
explicitly stated that mass atrocities may constitute a threat to international peace and security
until April 2006.
Some have argued that R2P is not really anything new and is just a re-packaging of
international human rights and humanitarian law and the existing practice of the UN. The
Security Council began considering humanitarian crises, including mass atrocities, as threats to
international peace and security many years ago. Moreover, the criteria for guiding the use of
force as put forth by ICISS has been labeled as a re-packaging of just war theory developed by
Saint Augustine in 400s.15 Moreover, the state responsibility component of R2P “is firmly based
on existing international law. Treaty-based and customary international legal obligations require
states to prevent and punish genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.”16 Another
critique emphasizes that capacity for prevention, early warning, civilian protection and capacitybuilding existed in the UN prior to the adoption of R2P in September 2005:
UN System [already] has wide-ranging and well-established programs for advancing
human rights and humanitarian norms; for early warning and conflict prevention; for the
protection of civilians in armed conflict, including from sexual violence; for
peacekeeping and peacebuilding; for strengthening the rule of law; and for capacitybuilding across the board.17
While this is true, it is also clear that the capabilities of the UN must be improved if the
international community is to find effective solutions to the challenge of mass atrocities.
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How realistic and viable is it?
R2P may now, in its infant stage, not be something drastically new, but it certainly has
the potential to significantly change the actions and capacities of the UN, regional and subregional actors and governments. This can be said in particular in relation to the UN’s existing
prevention, early warning, non-coercive timely and decisive responses (like peacemaking) and
capacity-building abilities, given that they are arguably much less controversial than coercive
measures, particularly the use of force. It is argued that:
“existing capacities are often weak, underdeveloped, and resource-starved; 2) that they
have not proven effective in preventing and/or protecting populations from R2P crimes
and violations in a number of cases; 3) that some of the worst genocides in history have
not been causally linked to armed conflict; 4) that UN units with similar mandates are in
too many cases scattered, poorly coordinated, and do not share relevant information,
analysis, and assessments in a timely manner; 5) that they are not linked directly to the
secretary-general, Security Council, General Assembly, and other principal organs; and
6) that adding R2P criteria and perspectives to the ongoing work of existing entities
would enhance their ability to prevent and deal with this distinct set of crimes and
violations.”18
Ensuring that R2P significantly changes the actions and capacities of instrumental actors is
certainly a challenge and one that this paper aims to outline.
This is not to say, however, that there will not likely be limits to the promise of R2P.
Some scholars believe that R2P will have no impact on the realpolitik which drives decision
making.19 And this may be true in some cases, particularly when it comes to Security Council
decisions when Council action might jeopardize the national interests of the permanent five
members (P5) and when it comes to the UN’s ability to effectively use force in a coercive way.
But the promise of coercive use of force may not lie with the UN but with regional and subregional arrangements—much as the Report of the Panel on UN Peace Operations, also known
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as the Brahimi Report, recommended that the UN should concentrate on peacekeeping and
civilian administration while others undertake robust military deployments.20
In some ways, it is too early to determine exactly how viable R2P is. The question of
whether or not R2P will significantly change the problems of resources, for example, whether for
prevention, capacity-building or military deployments, and mandates—both of which depend on
political will—is hard to answer at this point. Much of what can be done to increase the UN’s
capacity, commitment and actions depends on political will and the ability of R2P through its
government and NGO proponents to increase the political costs of inaction.
To the extent that R2P creates unrealistic expectations of the UN—and other actors—it
may be detrimental for the organization, in some cases setting it up for failure and jeopardizing
its credibility. As Luck writes, much of the possible success of R2P lies with keeping
expectations realistic: “Like most infants, R2P will need to walk before it can run. Those
claiming parentage, kinship, or friendship of the concept should be careful not to raise
expectations too high, too soon.”21 The Panel on UN Peace Operations was “concerned about the
credibility and achievability of a blanket mandate [for civilian protection in peace operations]”
and “promising to extend such protection establishes a very high threshold of expectation,”
which could raise “the prospect of continuing disappointment with the United Nations.”22 This
illustrates the importance of clarifying what R2P means and the difficult problem of identifying
the limits of its applications and the comparative advantages of different actors.
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Key Challenges
The major challenges of implementing R2P center on four core elements: addressing the
critiques and myths of the new norm; strengthening the understanding of R2P; operationalizing
it; and building political will.
Whereas many myths surrounding the new norm result simply from misapprehension
some are cultivated by opponents of R2P. 23 In fact, some opponents feel threatened by the
potential application of R2P to their own internal behavior, for example their treatment of
minorities, but felt they could not hold out against the final consensus at the 2005 World
Summit.24
There are two myths surrounding the use of force. The first myth is that R2P is just
another name for the “humanitarian intervention” doctrine.25 However, in contrast to
humanitarian intervention, R2P “puts relatively little weight on military or coercive responses”26
and the concept of humanitarian intervention does not include the responsibility of the
international community to “help the state meet its core protection responsibilities” which is “so
essential to the principle of R2P.”27 There are those who discuss R2P only in terms of military
intervention28 and contend that R2P always means military intervention, at least in extreme
cases.29 However, some extreme cases in which mass atrocities are occurring may not fit the
criteria which should govern the use of force—Darfur being an example in which there may not
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be a reasonable chance of success and the consequences of action may be worse than the
consequences of inaction (the reasonable prospects principle).30
The other myth regarding the use of force is that R2P justifies the use of force where
humanitarian goals are not the primary purpose. Some who profess to support R2P want to apply
it to justify military intervention in cases where humanitarian reasons are not the primary
purpose,31 for example in the case of Iraq. Others, especially in the “Global South,” then caution
that the invasion of Iraq was an example of an application of R2P and what will continue with
the new norm.32 However, Iraq is an “example of how not to apply the R2P norm” (emphasis in
original).33 As one of the ICISS Commissioners explained, it is inaccurate to describe the Iraq
intervention in 2003 as an example of R2P in practice, as it would not have occurred if the
decision making had followed the principles or criteria presented in the ICISS report, particularly
the right intention principle.34
Another myth is that R2P encompasses all the human security issues—from climate
change to HIV/AIDS—not just mass atrocities.35 There is a great “need to preserve the focus and
bite of ‘R2P’ as a rallying cry in the face of mass atrocities:”36 expanding the focus of R2P will
dilute it, making implementation more difficult and providing reasons for those who are
concerned that R2P is a cover for neoimperialist, neocolonialist intervention to oppose it.37
The last myth is that R2P applies only to weak and friendless countries.38 Undoubtedly, it
is unlikely that one of the permanent five members of the Security Council (P5) will allow
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Council action in relation to its internal affairs. While this is true, this points to a dangerous
assumption about R2P which was alluded to above. The “ability to apply coercive military force
is not and cannot be the yardstick by which the success and failure of the R2P principle is
measured.” Many other types of pressure can be used on powerful countries, including the P5. In
fact, most countries, including China, are not completely immune to pressure and care to varying
degrees about their international image.39
There are a myriad of critiques as well, most of them concerning the rights of the “South”
in relation to R2P. The first critique argues that the sovereignty as responsibility concept
“resurrects ‘standards of civilization’ and ‘the white man’s burden.’”40 “Southern” states fought
hard for their sovereignty, and many are concerned that R2P—often equated with “humanitarian
intervention,” as we have seen—is a smokescreen for the neocolonialist, neoimperialist, efforts
of major powers.41 Countering this critique will be especially difficult given that the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan were justified by Washington and London for humanitarian reasons.42
According to Ayoob, “third world states” are generally concerned about “what constitutes
humanitarian intervention, how it should be authorized, and through what agents it should be
implemented.”43 The problem, according to ICISS Co-Chair and International Crisis Group
President and CEO Gareth Evans, is that critics like Alex de Waal and Mahmood Mamdani focus
on humanitarian intervention, failing to acknowledge that “the debate has moved on.”44
Strengthening the understanding of R2P, though certainly not without its own challenges,
will be instrumental in addressing the myths and critiques about R2P. As is already clear, the
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nature and scope of R2P are still debated among the member states as well as NGOs.45 Steering
the debate from the coercive use of force dimension of R2P will allow for new opportunities to
engage in real “expert” consideration of what prevention, early warning, timely and decisive
action and capacity-building should look like and what the UN’s and other actors’ competitive
advantages are.46
Some other challenges making operationalization of R2P in the UN and regional and subregional organizations difficult includes: obtaining sufficient resources, proving that R2P “brings
added value to the myriad UN programs on related themes,”47 and establishing principles or
criteria for the coercive use of force. On the issue of early warning, in particular, there is clearly
an argument for the added value of R2P. “[With regard to early warning,] the challenge has had
less to do with the collection of information than with its assessment and analysis (not to mention
with the frequent lack of effective policy follow-up).”48 Establishing much-needed criteria
governing the use of force will be especially difficult, given that criteria were not agreed upon in
the World Summit Outcome document because the US and other P5 member states didn’t want
restrictions to affect any decision to use force while some in the South claimed that criteria
would encourage the use of force.49
Just as there is the potential for the misuse of R2P in the Council, particularly regarding
the coercive use of force and particularly if guidelines are not put in place, there is also the
potential for misuse by regional organizations or coalitions of the willing. There is a potential
danger in “giving legitimacy to the foreign policy objectives of only powerful states”50 as well as
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the potential for imperialism51 and colonialism—or at least the potential for such accusations—
when “Northern” regional organizations engage in responses, especially the coercive use of
force, in the “South.”
The last major challenge is that of increasing political will. One aspect of the problem of
political will is that it is often easier for states to give humanitarian aid, instead of responding to
mass atrocities in other ways that may more effectively address the core problems. This is true
because of the “low domestic political costs for humanitarian aid, with a minimal loss of
credibility in case of failure.”52
In the end, as was said of the ICISS report and can be said of R2P as adopted by the
General Assembly and Security Council, “the key questions of authority, political will and
operational capacity remain.”53 Despite the concerns of some states that R2P will lead to too
much and uncontrollable use of force, the likelihood is that without enough political pressure on
states to act, there will not be enough intervention:
The greater danger for a more just world order comes from too little, rather than too
much, humanitarian intervention; there should be more, rather than fewer, militarycivilian interactions; we should be less preoccupied that military action will be taken too
often for insufficient humanitarian reasons, and more so that it will be taken too rarely for
the right reasons.54

NEXT STEPS
There are three key next steps to implementing R2P: 1) strengthening the understanding
of R2P; 2) operationalizing it; and 3) building political will.
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Strengthening the Understanding of R2P
Proponents of R2P have not done a good job of explaining it, particularly its central role
of prevention and that it does not mean—only or primarily—the coercive use of force.55 The first
task is to more clearly explain R2P. It should be stressed, as Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has
done with the help of Special Adviser Ed Luck, that R2P is different from humanitarian
intervention: that it is a “more positive and affirmative concept of sovereignty as
responsibility.”56 In particular, the “formulation of R2P as a broad spectrum of responsibilities
… aligns more closely with African peace, security and development priorities”57 and is likely to
have broader appeal. It should also be stressed that it is different from human security—as Ban
explained that the latter “posits that policy should take into account the security of people, not
just of States, across the whole range of possible threats”—and that expanding the principle
“would undermine the 2005 consensus and stretch the concept beyond recognition or operational
utility.”58 The need for these continual efforts cannot be overemphasized.59
In order to clarify the scope of R2P and that R2P is largely based on prevention and other
non-coercive measures, proponents of R2P should put forth a toolbox of R2P measures, ranging
from prevention, early warning and mediation to sanctions and the coercive use of force. Evans
suggests identifying “clear examples where the international community has been engaged in
exactly this kind of preventive support but without, until now, labeling it as an ‘R2P’ exercise.”60
Annan’s effort to mediate the post-election crisis in Kenya in 2008 is, in his own words, a
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“successful example of R2P at work. The problem is when we say ‘intervention,’ people think
military, when in fact that’s a last resort.” 61
To emphasize the prevention, early warning and capacity-building elements of R2P,
Secretary-General Ban presented in July 2008 a conceptual reframing of R2P, breaking down the
principle into three pillars, which he then elaborated on in his January 2009 report to the General
Assembly, ‘Implementing the responsibility to protect.’62 The first pillar represents the
responsibility of the state to protect its populations—citizens or not. The second pillar refers to
the responsibility of the international community to assist states in meeting these obligations,
“not just to react once [the international community has] failed to meet their prevention and
protection obligations.” The third refers to the international community’s responsibility to
“respond in a timely and decisive manner,” the “key” being “an early and flexible response,
tailored to the specific needs of each situation.” Several NGOs cautioned, however, that this
reframing had the potential to be misinterpreted to mean that R2P should only entail structural
forms of prevention or that the pillars represent levels of importance, and suggested that it be
emphasized that these are not the case and that “in situations of imminent or ongoing mass
atrocity crimes, the international community may have to act – under what you would call pillar
three – without prior capacity-building or long-term preventive measures.”63 In his January
report, the Secretary-General emphasized that “[t]here is no set sequence to be followed from
one pillar to another, nor is it assumed that one is more important than another. Like any other
edifice, the structure of the responsibility to protect relies on the equal size, strength and viability
of each of its supporting pillars.”64
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Two conceptual problems remain. One problem is to determine what is meant by the
state’s responsibility being primary: when does the responsibility become the international
community’s? The second is: when is a country a “R2P situation”? Evans answers that R2P
situations are where mass atrocities “are actually occurring or imminently about to occur, or
where the situation could deteriorate to this extent in the medium or longer term unless
appropriate preventive measures are taken.”65 This must be clarified within the UN system and
by other actors.
One last recommendation, which points to the danger of operationalizing R2P before it is
widely understood, should be noted. The General Assembly will discuss R2P, especially in light
of the Secretary-General’s report, in April this year. Several NGOs have expressed concern that
the GA debate will be premature and likely result in the watering down of the Summit
commitments, “before supporters of the agreement have had time to galvanize the broader
membership in favor of a constructive, forward-looking debate.” 66 They stressed that the need
for continued dialogue among the membership with the engagement of civil society and that the
“Secretary-General commit to a serious process of consultation and input from civil society
before finalizing his report.”
Operationalization
Running through most aspects of operationalization are several common themes. The first
is the conceptual problem of how to incorporate R2P into existing efforts. Luck has stressed that
“the goal is to mainstream RtoP (sic) considerations and to bolster ongoing preventive and
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mediation work, not to be relabel or redirect it.”67 The Secretary-General stressed this in his
report on implementing R2P:
The United Nations and its range of agencies, funds and programmes have in place
critical resources, activities and field operations that are already making important
contributions to the elimination of these man-made scourges. They could do that much
more effectively if goals relating to the responsibility to protect, including the protection
of refugees and the internally displaced, were mainstreamed among their priorities,
whether in the areas of human rights, humanitarian affairs, peacekeeping, peacebuilding,
political affairs or development. Each of these areas of United Nations activity have
much to bring to the common effort. The emphasis of the present report is therefore on
forging a common strategy rather than on proposing costly new programmes or radically
new approaches.68
How exactly this should be done must be clarified.
Another common issue is the need to operationalize R2P in governments, NGOs and
various regional and subregional organizations, including: the AU and its subregional partners,
OAS, ASEAN, EU and NATO. In particular, the UN should commit itself to building their
capacities to anticipate, assess, respond and rebuild; improving communication; and improving
“capacity at UN headquarters and in the field, to analyze the regional implications of a given
situation and to generate appropriate strategies.”69 Although the implementation of the Ten-Year
AU-UN Capacity-Building Programme may have been “modest and uneven” to date, this is an
example of the kind of capacity-building assistance needed. 70 Another often ignored next step is
for regional and sub-regional organizations to incorporate R2P, or R2P principles, into core
documents or resolutions.
There are three other common themes: distinguishing the roles of and improving the
coordination between actors within and outside of the UN, identifying the competitive
advantages of all of the actors and reviewing past successes and failures. Luck has argued that:
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efforts to operationalize R2P principles would necessitate closer collaboration between
headquarters and the field and between the United Nations and its various partners, as has
happened in humanitarian affairs [with the Inter-Agency Standing Committee]. Likewise,
the linkages between R2P and the development assistance approaches of donor countries,
regional mechanisms, and the UN System deserve further exploration.71
In the UN, plans are underway to combine the mutually-reinforcing mandates of the Special
Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide and the Special Adviser on R2P into a single office.72
There is a need for determining the “correct relationship between, and best mix of efforts by,”
the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council, the
Peacebuilding Commission, major UN agencies, and the Human Rights Council in relation to
R2P.73 There is also a need for determining “how the international community can best assist
individual states” in carrying out their responsibility.74 Evans sees one of the roles of
international community as supporting and encouraging states “struggling with situations that
have not yet deteriorated to the point where genocide and other atrocity crimes are a reality, but
where it is foreseeable that they could so deteriorate if effective preventive action is not taken,
with or without outside support” (emphasis in original).75 It is also crucial that the competitive
advantages of each actor—the UN, regional and sub-regional organizations, governments and
NGOs—be evaluated, in preventive76 as well as other measures. Lastly, there is the need for a
review and analysis of past successes and failures in order to improve future efforts and develop
best practices, as much as is possible.
Improving and better coordinating the prevention and capacity building efforts of the UN,
regional and sub-regional organizations and governments are crucial to making R2P work. There
are many preventive measure including diplomacy, good offices and preventive deployment, as
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was done in Macedonia in 1995. R2P should be integrated into existing prevention initiatives.77
An aspect of prevention that needs to be more fully studied and refined is how to prevent mass
atrocities. While there has been significant research undertaken about preventing genocide,
including the work of Hamburg, Stanton and Heidenrich, the prevention of crimes against
humanity, war crimes and ethnic cleansing should be researched.
With regard to capacity-building, Luck recommends that “potential synergies among
existing projects, departments, programs, and agencies” should be explored and there should
continued efforts to encourage interagency cooperation.” 78 It is necessary to invest in states and
regional organizations to build capacity79 and “strengthen all the tools in the tool box essential to
prevent and halt mass atrocities”80 and to invest in the wide-ranging efforts to build, rebuild, or
bolster institutional capacity in fragile states being undertaken by the UN peace-building and
development entities, as well as by bilateral donors and international financial institutions.81
Early warning systems should be another focus of operationalization. The many early
warning systems of the UN82 need to be enhanced and “the system's multiple channels of
information and assessment need to be integrated,”83 while there is also the need to integrate the
systems of the UN, regional and sub-regional organizations and governments and incorporate
information, analysis and methodological advances made by academia, think tanks and NGOs.84
Some of the current problems needing to be addressed are: “the quality of the information
received, its timeliness, uneven reporting levels from the field, the incorporation of a gender
perspective, maintaining confidentiality, and ensuring that the information received feeds into
77
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and informs actual decision making.”85 The numerous early warning systems of regional and
subregional organizations86 should also be improved. Another conceptual problem is how to
develop mass atrocity indicators. There currently exists research on genocide indicators
(Hamburg, Harff, Heidenrich and Stanton), but not enough research exists on indicators for the
other three types of mass atrocities, as distinct from conflict indicators. Existing indicators
should be improved.87
The last component that needs to be operationalized is the spectrum of timely and
decisive responses that can be taken. Operationalization in the UN should include: strengthening
and clarifying the relationship between the Secretariat and the Security Council for improved
decision-making;88 strengthening capacity, including providing more support for the SecretaryGeneral’s good offices function; and improving the criteria for who should be the targets of
economic and political incentives and sanctions.89 On the use of force, the following should be
developed: increased military capacity, including rapid response, planning, logistics, command
and control, communications, and intelligence gathering;90 definitions of protection and doctrine,
strategies, rules of engagement and operational concepts for peace operation mandates,91
drawing on the work of Seybolt, and Holt and Berkman, which should be common among the
UN, troop contributing member states and regional organizations and incorporated in training
programs of regional peacekeeping training centers;92 criteria for when and how the UN should
use force to protect civilians, drawing on the work of ICISS and Weiss, with the difficult issues
such as timing and last resort worked out and including an examination of past successes and
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failures; and an agreement by the permanent Council members to not use the veto when there is
otherwise majority support for resolutions authorizing military intervention for humanitarian
purposes, “where their vital state interests are not involved” and to deal promptly with any
request to intervene.93 The Secretary-General recommended this as well in his report to the
General Assembly.94 Capacity and rapid reaction capabilities of regional forces, including the
African Standby Force, should be improved.95
Political Will
Clarifying R2P and strengthening the understanding of R2P among member states,
regional and sub-regional organizations, governments and NGOs will help to build political will,
although there will likely still be significant resistance. A concentrated and coordinated effort to
defend and advance R2P through “friendly” NGOs and governments will be instrumental.96 The
more that proponents work to make sure that R2P is not used as a pretext for unilateral or
unwarranted action, the more likely political will should increase as well. “States should be
reassured that R2P will not be used as cover for national interests and that friends of the concept
will work to prevent it from being used as a pretext for unilateral action or unwarranted
intervention in domestic affairs of sovereign states.”97 NGOs, especially as mobilized under the
newly formed International Coalition for the Responsibility to Protect (ICRtoP), can mobilize
their governments and the public to support R2P and engage in needed action. Regional
roundtables organized by various groups are also helping to educate and engage NGOs
throughout the world. As Power argues in her book “A Problem from Hell,” the solution to
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government inaction or insufficient action is to raise the political costs for governments.98
Another strategy is to build on the support of governments, particularly those in the “South,” like
Rwanda.99

CONCLUSION
Three years after the adoption of R2P by the General Assembly, much needs to—and can
be done to—make R2P a reality. This brief survey suggests that strengthening the understanding
of R2P, operationalizing it and building political will will be instrumental. “Friendly” NGOs and
governments must be committed to advancing R2P, and now that they have a principle to work
with, they should use it in stepping up their efforts to ensure that mass atrocities are effectively
prevented and responded to. Keeping expectations realistic and relying on those with
comparative advantages will also be indispensable. While R2P may not seem like anything
significantly different nor realistic or viable, R2P does have the potential to significantly change
the actions of the UN, regional and sub-regional organizations, governments and NGOs to
prevent and respond to mass atrocities.
While the international community must ensure that preventive measures are
strengthened, we must also ensure that there are effective mechanisms in place to stop mass
atrocities once they are imminent or begin. We must be able to stop the Rwandas, Democratic
Republic of Congos and Darfurs. Our focus throughout all of this must be on protecting
populations from mass atrocities. This will certainly be a great challenge, but it is a responsibility
that we cannot shirk.
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